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This is especially true of the Armenian question which
has been made the subject of numerous outside investiga-
tions. Unfortunately, however, the only material bene-
fits accruing to the Armenians have been liberal charity
donations. The outside powers have consistently re-
frained from using force in their behalf. The external
relations of Turkey have involved strange alliances which
have been the result of the desire of one nation after an-
other to maintain a continual shifting balance of power
in Eastern Europe.
The Ottoman Empire would have crumpled to pieces
centuries ago had not the jealousies of European Powers
kept it together, or had the majority population of sub-
ject races combined against it. The Eastern question—
in last analysis the handling of the dismembered Turkish
provinces—has been kept to the fore in European di-
plomacy on account of the political machinations of Rus-
sia, France, Germany and Great Britain. The " divide
and rule" policy consistently followed by the Turkish
Government has found a ready response among one or
more of the European Powers in their schemes for main-
taining a "balance of power" in Eastern Europe and the
Middle East. The general policy has been for one or
more foreign powers to encourage the Christians living
under Mohammedan rule and then to reverse their policy,
abandoning them to their fate. At the present time
Great Britain, Holland, Eussia and France control coun-
tries numbering a total population of over 150,000,000
Mohammedans. An American historian has chronicled
the inconsistent record of diplomatic events of the last
one hundred years affecting the Levant.1
TThe history of international relations during the last hundred years
shows in almost every decade the decisive influence of the question of the
devolution of Mohammedan lands in the foreign policy of the Great
Powers. Who can deny that the Eastern question, created by the decadence
of Islam and kept in the foreground of diplomatic preoccupations by the
fear of $aeh Ppwer that every other Power was trying "to get in on the

